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Introduction

The Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co, SKB has presented the requested
safety assessment - called SR 97 - to the Swedish Government and nuclear regulatory
authorities SKI and SSI with the purpose to demonstrate that the so-called KBS-3 method has
good prospects to meet the safety and radiation protection requirements which SKI and SSI
have specified in recent years.

The purpose of the study SR 97 is to demonstrate by means of systematic studies, that the risk
for harmful effects in individuals in the vicinity of a future repository complies with the
criterion stated by the Swedish regulatory authorities. According to the KBS-3 concept the
spent fuel is placed in isolating copper canisters with a high-strength cast iron insert. The
canisters are surrounded by high-compacted bentonite and placed in vertical boreholes drilled
at the floor of tunnels at the depth of about 500 m in granitic rocks. To demonstrate the
applicability of the KBS-3 concept to Swedish bedrock conditions, SKB has collected and
presented geological data from three different sites.

In a letter from SKI, 2000-03-07, undersigned has been asked to review SR 97 and in
particular comment about issues dealing with rock mechanics and rock engineering aspects.
The major review comments are summarized in the first part of the report. A detail review is
presenter in Appendix 1, which follows the chapter sequence presented in the main report of
SR 97 followed by comments to the reports on Waste, repository design and sites, Processes
in the repository evolution and related background reports.

Major Comments

Methodology

A method to select scenarios is missing in SR 97. SKB states that the chosen scenarios
provide good coverage of future evolutionary pathways for the deep repository. This is not the
case. SKB has not made full use of the established interaction matrices and the new method of
THMC diagrams to generate the relevant and important scenarios and to construct the
important pathways of variables and processes, either in the established interaction matrices
and the presented THMC diagrams. Hence, SKB is demonstrating in SR 97 that they lack a
well thought through, sound and solid method to select and evaluate scenarios for the purpose
of demonstrating the safety of a deep repository for spent nuclear fuel.

The evolution of the system is presented for the components of the repository system (fuel,
canister, buffer/backfill, geosphere) and the effects of four different scenarios, but time only
enters into the system for discrete events or processes, e.g. description of the relative
radiotoxicity and heat decay of the fuel, temperature distribution, iron exchange process, pH
in buffer, redox capacity and radionuclear release at the three sites. There is a lack of method
and way of describing the evolution of the complete repository system, including the major
scenarios, as a function of time.

It is essential that SKB is able to:

- consider the full range of potential scenarios,
- grade the scenarios according to their significance for repository design and

performance & safety assessment,
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- consider whether simple engineering actions could be taken to inhibit the
development of adverse scenarios.

This cannot be done with the system presented in SR 97, and so SKB do not have a full
predictive capability - which is required for the engineering design of such an important and
costly structure as a repository. Thus, SKB must include a procedure for satisfying the three
point above. The methodology of interaction matrices and fully coupled models as outlined in
the work by Stephansson and Hudson demonstrates one method of approach, based on a
comprehensive analysis of pathways through the interaction matrices. This methodology
enables the three points listed above to be considered.

Base scenario

In SR 97, SKB presents the cause and effect of the heat pulse for the time up to 5,000 years
after deposition. This is a stage when the heat load is distributed in the surrounding rock mass
and causes thermal expansion and compressive stresses around the repository and tensile
stresses close to the surface. So far there has been very little attention to the effect of the
cooling following the peak of the temperature. The cooling will cause a de-stressing of the
rock mass in the near-field, reduction of the normal stress across some of the fractures with a
favourable orientation and increased fracture aperture and groundwater flow. Effects of
cooling on the THM properties of fractures (including creep) and rock mass stability need
further studies.

At present, there is limited information about the response of large rock masses to large scale
heating as will be the case for the repository for the first about 1,000 years. The expansion of
the rock mass in the vicinity of the repository and the generation of tensile stresses close to
the ground surface might generate a stress state that cause large-scale displacement along pre-
existing fractures and faults close to mechanical equilibrium. Minor stress re-distributions
might disturb the equilibrium and cause displacements to occur. SKB has to look for
information and knowledge about the effects of large-scale heating of large rock masses on
the initiation of faults and large fractures and corresponding changes of the groundwater
conditions.

Climate scenario

The climate scenario includes a brief description of the climate system of the Earth and a
prediction of the climate changes we are likely to expect in the next hundred thousand years.
The description of the future climate is based on three climate-driven process domains
1) temperate/boreal domain, 2) permafrost domain and 3) glacial domain. SKB describes the
mechanical evolution for each of the domains where crustal upwarping/downwarping is the
processes likely to be the processes that occurs in the temperate/boreal domain. Here the
strains are likely to be small and uniform over large areas and should not cause differential
movements along faults and fault zones.

The possible evolution in the near field of a repository due to stress changes during glaciation
and de-glaciation is based on the work conducted by Hansson et al. (1995) for SKI and
reviewed by SKB. Here the loading to the near-field rock mass from the ice was taken from
global models in the scale of kilometres and the stability was studied by means of fracture



mechanics approach. The results show that for certain stress differences at the depth of a
repository fracture initiations and propagations are likely to appear.

The state of stress and rock movements during a glacial/interglacial cycle has not been fully
analysed by SKB. In the future, one would expect that SKB starts modelling works with a
fracture mechanics approach related to fracturing due to ice loading and provides fracture
mechanics parameters from potential sites for these type of numerical models.

Rock mechanics

Geoscientific investigation material for three selected sites are presented by SKB in the
technical report dealing with waste, repository design and sites. Here is missing a general
overview of the geological and rock mechanical development of the respective areas and their
place in space and time during the geological evolution of the Baltic Shield. This makes it
difficult to rank the suggested sites based on their past, present and future geological
evolution.

The rock mechanical description of the sites consists primarily of results from rock stress
measurements and laboratory determinations of deformation and strength properties of drill
core samples. In general, there are not enough rock mechanical data to perform a statistical
evaluation of the rock mechanical parameters for the individual sites and the data collected
varies between the sites which prevent proper comparison.

Rock stresses have been measured at each of the three sites. Hydraulic fracturing stress
measurements have been performed at all sites. In addition overcoring stress measurements
have been used at the Aberg site. Recorded stresses from the two methods show severe
discrepancies, more than usual for similar campaigns at one and the same site. The problem of
large discrepancies in data needs to be resolved before stress measurements are performed at
future sites.

For stress measurements in general and the demand of good quality data at the future sites,
there is a need for integrated stress analysis where data from different stress measurements
methods (overcoring, hydrofracturing, hydraulic testing of pre-existing fractures and focal
mechanism studies) are combined in an integrated stress analysis. Results from orientation of
horizontal components from the stress measurements at the three sites clearly demonstrate the
relatively large variation in orientation both at each site and between different sites. The
relationship between the state of stress and the location and orientation of the major fracture
zones is of outmost importance in a future location of a final repository.

Preliminary repository layout was constructed by SKB for each selected repository site to
accommodate approximately 4,000 canisters. From rock stability point of view the deposition
tunnels should be oriented parallel with the orientation of the maximum horizontal principal
stress. This is one of the fundamental principles in rock engineering. However, SKB prefer to
orient the tunnel axes perpendicular to the maximum stress because the fracture zones and
their respect distance, the orientation of water-bearing fracture zones and the area for
repository location does not allow a proper tunnel orientation with respect to the orientation of
the horizontal rock stresses. The orientation of the tunnels as suggested might lead to spalling
or other types of failure of the tunnels and deposition hole. There has been a number of
international studies about this problem and SKB has to give this problem additional studies
to form a strategy for the future orientation of tunnels and deposition holes.



The geometry of the rock blocks is governed by the size and orientation of the discontinuities.
SKB states that blocks that can accommodate tunnels with lengths in the span 250 to 500 m
are advantageous from a construction-related point of view. For potential sites where there are
a high frequency of fracture zones the available block are likely to be small. Hence, there is a
need to define the lower limit of block size and tunnel length in the future planning of a
repository.

Design and construction methods

In chapter 5 of the report on Waste, repository design and sites, SKB presents site-specific
adaptation of the repository. In the section about repository design, there is a lack of
information about the design method that will be applied for the repository. There are no
references to standard literature about rock engineering design and design methods for
underground constructions. There is a need for SKB to determine the design methods as this
information is independent of the selection of a finale site for a repository.

SKB advocates "Design as you go" as an active approach during the process leading up to a
finished repository and claims this as being important for safety. This method of constructing
underground space can be applied for structures were safety demands are not particular
important. However, the method is far from being applicable for construction of a final
repository of radioactive waste. The public opinion will hardly accept such a strategy. This
approach is also difficult to manage for the authorities as revised plans, safety documents and
control systems have to be checked and revised continuously. To some extent this approach
has been demonstrated during the present construction of the extension of the CLAB facilities
of SKB and has not been functioning well.

The design method "design as you go" cannot be accepted for a repository for radioactive
waste. The design issues need to be sorted out beforehand. Only minor variations can be
allowed at the time of excavation, e.g. the precise position of the canister holes.



Appendix

Main Report

1 Purpose and premises

SKB has formulated four concrete purposes for the SR 97 study. These purposes are based on
statements presented by the Swedish Government, SKI and SSI in recent years. The four
purpose statements presented by SKB in section 1.2 are:

1. SR 97 shall serve as a basis for demonstrating the feasibility of finding a site in Swedish
bedrock where the KBS-3 method for deep disposal of spent nuclear fuel meets the
requirements and long-term safety and radiation protection that are defined in SSI's and
SKI's regulations.

2. SR 97 shall demonstrate methodology for safety assessment.
3. SR 97 shall serve as a basis for specifying the factors that serve as a basis for the selection

of areas for site investigations and deriving which parameters need to be determined and
which other requirements ought to be made on a site investigation.

4. SR 97 shall serve as a basis for deriving preliminary functional requirements on the
canister and the other barriers.

The way SKB has succeeded in fulfilling these statements will be commented at the end of
this review.

In section 1.3 about delimitations of the study, SKB states that SR 97 deals with the long-term
safety of the repository after closure and that construction and operational phases are not dealt
with. Nor is SR 97 concerned with safety in connection with a prolonged open period or a
partially closed repository.

In paragraph 1.4 SKB outlines the report structure of SR 97. The ambition to present the main
report as a stand-by-its-own document that can be read separately from the others makes it
cumbersome for the reader of the complete work to be confronted with repetition of the same
text over and over. Hence, information is extracted from the basic documents and inserted and
developed in the Repository, Process and Data reports, respectively. From there information is
summerized in the main report and finally into the summary of the main report.

2 Safety goals and acceptance criteria

This chapter in the main report is not commented.

3 The KBS-3 system

In the introduction to the chapter about the KBS-3 concept SKB states in brief the overall
philosophy regarding how the radioactive waste in Sweden is to be managed, namely:
• Long-term safety shall not require future monitoring and maintenance.
• The repository shall be designed to permit possible future measures to modify the

repository or retrieve the waste.
• The long-term safety of the repository shall be based on multiple engineered and natural

barriers which contribute via different functions to the repository's total safety.



In section 3.2 about isolation - the primary function of the repository and its second
paragraph about the isolation of the rock, SKB inserts a statement saying "Mechanically, the
Swedish crystalline bedrock offers a long-term stable environment for a deep repository."
This statement appears too early in the study. It is the purpose of SR 97 to show that this is
the case. Therefore, this type of conclusive and general statements should not appear at the
beginning of the report.

4 Methodology

In section 4.1 entitled "What is a safety assessment?" SKB presents a series of possible
processes and events that could threaten isolation of the radioactive waste and reaches the
conclusion that ..."we are faced with analyzing the evolution of a system of coupled thermal,
hydraulic, mechanical and chemical processes." Thereafter, SKB describes three major tasks
for the safety assessment and claims that the approach is general in the assessment of systems
that change with time. However, in the description and illustrations (Figs. 4-1 and 4-2 ) of the
system there is no time scale presented. The evolution of the system is presented for the
components of the repository system (fuel, canister, buffer/backfill, geosphere) and the effects
of four different scenarios, but time only enters into the system for discrete events or
processes, e.g. description of the relative radiotoxicity and heat decay of the fuel, temperature
distribution, iron exchange process, pH in buffer, redox capacity and radionuclide release at
the three sites. There is a lack of method and way of describing the evolution of the complete
repository system including the major scenarios as a function of time.

The execution and presentation of the five steps in the safety assessment are presented in sub-
section 4.1.3. The five steps are:

1. System description
2. Description of initial state
3. Choise of scenarios
4. Analysis of chosen scenarios
5. Evaluation.

SKB makes a clear distinction between the repository system and its surroundings and claims
that the safety functions are associated with the repository system. Regardless of any
perturbation from the surrounding (earthquakes, fault displacement, climate change etc.) the
repository should retain its isolating and retarding functions. To lend a structure to the four
systems contained in the overall repository system and the coupled thermal (T), hydraulic (H),
mechanical (M), chemical processes (C) and radiation-related processes, SKB has used a
system to illustrate the interaction between each of the sub-systems and the surrounding
repository parts. The system is illustrated in Fig. 4-3 for the buffer/backfill and its
surrounding repository parts, namely, copper canister/cast iron insert and the geosphere,
respectively. The new system is an extension of the Rock Engineering System (RES) for
scenario development presented by Eng et al. (1994).

The new THCM interaction system is in principal based on the interaction schemes developed
by Stephansson and Hudson 1993-1994 and summarised in Eng et al. (1994). The leading
diagonals for each of the matrixes for buffer, nearfield and farfield are transformed to
variables. These are listed on top of each diagram for the fuel/cavity, copper canister/cast iron
insert, buffer/backfill and geosphere in the chapter of system description, chapter 5. The
processes for each of the subsystems are in principal: radiation (R), heat (T), water/gas (H),



pressure/movements (M) and solutes (C) and are listed on the left hand side of each of the
diagrams. The important interactions between the processes and variables are indicated by
arrows. A single arrow indicates a one-way coupling and a symbol with two arrows a two-
way coupling. In the basic document to the development of the new method by Pers et al.
(1999), the original RES matrices that form the basis for the new method are presented.
Variables listed in the leading diagonals of the RES matrices are almost the same as the
variables in the new method.

In the original interaction matrices variables and processes have been ranked on a four-degree
quantitative scale. This gave an overview of the importance of the different interactions. As
stated in subsection 4.2.4 of the Main Report of SR 97 "This information has not been
transferred to the system description. Instead, the long-term ambition is to quantify as many
of the processes as possible, or to show that a process is of negligible importance for the
evaluation of the repository under all conditions." The semi-quantitative ranking of the
importance of the interactions could have been imported to the new system simply by giving
the individual couplings a coloured arrow instead of presenting the individual processes in
colour. Hence, as an example a very important interaction or coupling could have been
presented with a red arrow. Thereby, clusters of important couplings can be identified and the
diagram will give a better overview of the important couplings for each of the subsystems.

The suggested THMC diagram has one major weak point in that interactions can only be
identified from neighbouring processes out of the list presented on top of each THMC
diagram. An interaction never exceeds one variable. This weakness can be illustrated by the
following example. We know from geohydrology and rock mechanics that there is a strong
coupling between rock stress and groundwater flow. If we look up the THMC diagram in
Figure 4-5 groundwater flow is only coupled with heat, groundwater flow(?), gas flow,
advection, colloid formation and radionuclide transport. In the diagram rock stress has a
number of couplings to intact rocks and fractures but no interaction to groundwater flow.
Hence, the interaction of one variable onto another variable can not be illustrated. Similarly,
the cause and effect of one process onto another process can not be represented.

One of the important capacities of the RES system is the ability to follow a certain path in the
interaction matrix and thereby being able to generate scenarios. Another ability of the RES
system is to study the cause and effect of perturbations affecting any of the subsystems or the
repository system. These capabilities of special importance for scenario developments are lost
in the new system.

Stability of any engineering system, including a final repository for spent nuclear fuel, can be
analysed by means of the fully coupled model of the RES methodology as described in Jiao
and Hudson, 1995.

In the introduction to section 4.4 of SR 97 SKB says "With the system of processes defined in
the system description, the repository's evolutionary pathway is determined if
a) an initial state and
b) the conditions in the surroundings (ambient conditions)
can be determined". The RES methodology can generate a pathway trough an interaction
matrix and thereby one can construct a scenario based upon the existing processes and
parameters. SKB never illustrates how a scenario can be developed by means of the new
method with THMC diagrams. Instead SKB in section 4.4 says: "A critical step in the
assessment is choosing a number of scenarios which are than subjected to analysis". Later
SKB says: "In SR 97, five scenarios have been chosen for detailed analysis. The selection is
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based on experience from the work with interaction matrices, the FEP database and the
system description." Later in the same section SKB admits that the new system with THMC
diagrams has not been fully utilised for a systematic choice of scenarios. From a first sight it
seems more difficult to generate pathways, perturbations and full scenarios with the new
interaction method with THMC diagrams compared with RES methodology.

5 System description; processes and variables

In this chapter SKB describes the repository system in the special format of modified
interaction method that is to be used in the safety assessment. The repository system is
divided into the four subsystems fuel, canister, buffer/backfill and geosphere. The variables
and processes are then defined for each one of the subsystems. The variables that characterise
each subsystem are listed for different processes. The fact that the processes heat, water, gas
pressure, solutes and radionuclides are similar for each of the subsystems, makes the new
THMC diagrams attractive. The major drawbacks are listed in section 4 of this review of the
Main Report.

The overview of processes listed in sub-section 5.6.3 could have been illustrated in time
history diagram where the onset of the individual processes could have been presented at
estimated times. This would have fulfilled the intentions by SKB to illustrate the development
of the repository system over the indicated time perspective of 100,000 years.

6 Initial state of the repository

In the introduction to the chapter SKB states that SR 97 is carried out for the specific initial
state described in the chapter. In the last paragraph, SKB advocates "Design as you go" as an
active approach during the process leading up to a finished repository and claims this as being
important for safety. This method of constructing underground space can be applied for
structures were safety demands are not particular important. However, the method is far from
being applicable for construction of a final repository of radioactive waste. The public opinion
will hardly accept such a strategy. This approach is also difficult to manage for the authorities
as revised plans, safety documents and control systems have to be checked and revised
continuously.

To some extent the suggested method "Design as you go" has been applied to the excavation
of the second chamber of the interim storage for spent fuel and radioactive waste, CLAB, and
the outcome has not been very successful either from the regulatory or SKB sides. Instead, the
application of the method to the extension of the CLAB facilities has caused delays in the
construction work.

Time zero for the geosphere description in SR 97 prevails when the repository has just been
built and closed. For the safety assessment, SKB has selected three hypotetical repository sites
- Aberg (Aspo), Beberg (Finnsjon) and Ceberg (Gidea). The layout of rock caverns, tunnels
deposition positions in the repository system is based on principles first presented in the KBS-
3 study and presented in the Repository System report and Munier et al. (1997). The factors
listed to be of importance for the layout of the repository are according to Munier et al.
(1997), Table 5-1 are:



a) respect distance
b) local state of stress
c) water-bearing structures
d) shape of the blocks
e) hydraulic barriers
f) flow pattern of groundwater
g) distance to SFL 3-5.

Considering the listed factors, a preliminary repository layout was constructed for each
repository site to accommodate approximately 4,000 canisters. From rock stability point of
view the deposition tunnels should be oriented parallel with the orientation of the maximum
horizontal principal stress. This condition is also mentioned in the technical report by Munier
et al. (1997). Despite this fact, which is one of the fundamental principles in rock engineering,
they prefer to orient the tunnel axes perpendicular to the maximum stress because the fracture
zones and their respect distance, the orientation of water-bearing fracture zones and the area
for repository location does not allow a proper tunnel orientation with respect to the
orientation of the horizontal rock stresses. The orientation of the tunnels as suggested might
lead to spalling or other types of failure of the tunnels and deposition hole.

The Finnish waste managing company POSIVA Oy has performed several, thorough 3-D rock
mechanics modelling studies where the orientation of the deposition holes and tunnels have
been studied as a function of rock strength and virgin rock stresses for three different sites of
granitic rocks in Finland, Tolppanen et al., (1996; 1998), and most recently Johansson and
Rautakorpi (2000). The results of the studies clearly demonstrate the increase of stability for
the tunnels and deposition holes for the case where the tunnels are oriented parallel with
orientation of the maximum horizontal stress.

The suggested orientation of the tunnels for all three suggested sites in SR 97 might cause
stability problems for the given stress magnitudes and lead to large excavation-disturbed
zones (EDZ) and hence, excess rock reinforcements have to be installed during the
construction phase and perhaps later removed during the backfilling to avoid stray materials.

In sub-section 6.5.9 SKB mention that site-specific data from rock stress measurements and
laboratory determination of strength and deformability exist for the three sites investigated.
Compared with the situation for the Finnish site selection program, SKB has not performed a
stability analysis for each of the sites where the existing data of strength, deformability and
virgin stress state have been applied in order to select a proper depth of deposition and
orientation of deposition tunnels. This is a weak section in the SR 97 report.

Rock stresses have been measured at each of the three sites. Hydraulic fracturing stress
measurements have been performed at all sites. In addition overcoring stress measurements
have been used at the Aberg site. Recorded stresses for the two methods show severe
discrepancies, more than usual for similar campaigns at one and the same site. The problem of
large discrepancies in data needs to be resolved before stress measurements are performed at
future sites.

For stress measurements in general and the demand of good quality data at the future sites,
there is a need for integrated stress analysis where data from different stress measurements
methods (overcoring, hydro fracturing, hydraulic testing of pre-existing fractures and focal
mechanism studies) are combined in an integrated stress analysis. Results from orientation of
horizontal components from the stress measurements at the three sites clearly demonstrate the



relatively large variation in orientation both at each site and between different sites. The
relationship between the state of stress and the location and orientation of the major fracture
zones is of outmost importance in a future location of a final repository. The expressed
uncertainties about rock stresses in relation to sites selection in SR 97 is sound.

7 Choice of scenarios

According to SR 97 "a scenario is defined as the sequence of events undergone by the
repository system given an initial state and specified conditions in the surroundings."
In SR 97 five scenarios are presented of which one is the so-called 'base scenario'. One can
question if the KBS-3 repository to be built according to known specifications under present-
day condition is to be named a scenario. A more proper term would be 'base case' or 'initial
stage'.

A method to select scenarios is missing in SR 97. In sub-section 7.3 is listed a series of
important measures for achiving completeness in the choice of scenarios, in sub-section 7.3.2
the new database for FEPs are presented on which scenarios should be extracted from and
finally, a comparison of scenario developments with other organisations is presented in 7.3.3.
In the conclusion to the chapter of scenarios, SKB states that the chosen scenarios provide
good coverage of future evolutionary pathways for the deep repository. This is not the case.
SKB has not made full use of the established interaction matrices and the new method of
THMC diagrams to generate the relevant and important scenarios and to construct the
important pathways of variables and processes in the established matrices and THMC
diagrams. Hence, SKB is demonstrating in SR 97 that they lack a well thought through, sound
and solid method to select and evaluate scenarios for the purpose of demonstrating the safety
of a deep repository for spent nuclear fuel.

8 Base scenario

In section 8.4 "Overview of processes and dependencies" SKB presents the main features of
the process system for the base scenario. In Figure 8-2 is presented the strongest and weaker
couplings and the text describes in principle the two-ways couplings for the THMC processes.
In the scenario developments and the descriptions of the processes in the repository evolution
each single process is described and estimated individually without much attention to the
couplings between the processes.

In section 8.6 about thermal evolution in the base scenario, SKB states that the temperature on
the canister surface and in the buffer may not exceed 100°C and further that the aim of the
temperature calculations for the three sites are to provide input to the description of the
hydraulic, mechanical and chemical processes that are dependent on the temperature. In SR
97 is presented results from a number of different temperature calculations of the near-field
and the far-field, both analytical and numerical. In general, the present knowledge is that heat
conduction and temperature distribution in rock masses can be predicted with a high degree of
certainty and the analytical method and computer codes applied in SR 97 have been validated
against each other and against laboratory and field experiments. Hence, the concluded
statements of SKB in subsection 8.6.4 of SR 97 that calculations of a repository's thermal
evolution can be conducted with sufficient precision are valid and can be accepted, so also the
statement in subsection 8.6.3 where SKB admits that there is a lack of site-specific thermal
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data of potential sites and that the heat transfer between different media are more uncertain
than heat conduction data within a medium.

The mechanical evolution of the base scenario presented in section 8.8 deals with the
mechanical evolution of the canister, given the processes expected in the buffer/backfill and
further the effect of rock movements on the canister. On one hand, the presented cases (Figure
8-19 - 23) for mechanical evolution of the canister from uneven swelling pressure are too
simplistic. On the other hand the existing finite element codes used for calculations of the
buffer response to various loading are not suited for studies of large deformations in the
surrounding rock mass. This is a dilemma and indicates that there is a need for code
developments to handle this particular problem. The problem is complicated as it deals with
three materials (rock, clay and metals) with great differences in mechanical properties. In
1992, SKB conducted a calculation of the strength and stability of a canister subjected to a
postulated displacement of 0.10 m along a horizontal fracture. The calculated collapse load
was in the range 45-55 MPa. The current design has a canister strength of 80-110 MPa,
respectively.

Results presented by SKB about canister strength so far demonstrates the need for
recalculation of the stability for the new canister design using numerical codes that are able to
handle the relatively large displacements (0.10 m ) subjected to the canister. Without such
code the failure mode and resulting canister shape and integrity can not be estimated in case
of rock shear displacements greater than 0.1 meter.

In SR 97, SKB presents the cause and effect of the heat pulse for the time up to 5,000 years
after deposition. This is a stage when the heat load is distributed in the surrounding rock mass
and causes thermal expansion and compressive stresses around the repository and tensile
stresses close to the surface. So far there has been very little attention to the effect of the
cooling following the peak of the temperature. The cooling will cause a destressing of the
rock mass in the near-field, reduction of the normal stress across some of the fractures with a
favourable orientation and increased fracture aperture and groundwater flow. Effects of
cooling on the THM properties of fractures (including creep) and rock mass stability need
further studies.

At present, there is limited information about the response of large rock masses to large scale
heating as will be the case for the repository for the first about 1,000 years. The expansion of
the rock mass in the vicinity of the repository and the generation of tensile stresses close to
the ground surface might generate a stress state that cause large-scale displacement along pre-
existing fractures and faults close to mechanical equilibrium. Minor stress re-distributions
might disturb the equilibrium and cause displacements to occur. In the early 1980s the
Swedish State Power Board constructed a large rock cavern in Avesta for storage of heat
water. The heat water is produced from burning waste and is pumped into a heat exchanger.
The outlet from the heat exchanger warms up the water in the rock chamber during the
summer months where it is stored and later pumped into the central heating system of the city
during winter. The vicinity of the rock chamber was instrumented with extensometers and
stress meters and there might be a learning exercise to revisit the site and learn about rock
mass response to large scale heating.

In a summary section, 8.10, SKB presents the evolution of the base scenario in a time
perspective, the initial 100 years, 100 - 10,000 years and time after 10,000 years. Here the
main results of the safety assessments are summarised. However, additional work is needed
before SKB can claim that the mechanical stresses on the canister from groundwater pressure,
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buffer swelling and rock movements around the deposition hole are far from what is needed to
jeopardise canister integrity and isolation.

9 Canister defect scenario

This chapter in the main report is not commented.

10 Climate scenario

The climate scenario includes a brief description of the climate system of the Earth and a
prediction of the climate changes we are likely to expect in the next hundred thousand years.
The description of the future climate is based on three climate-driven process domains
1) temperate/boreal domain, 2) permafrost domain and 3) glacial domain.

In section 10.9, SKB describes the mechanical evolution for each of the domains where
crustal upwarping/downwarping are the processes likely to be the processes that occur in the
temperate/boreal domain. Here the strains are likely to be small and uniform over large areas
and should not cause differential movements along faults and fault zones.

When an ice sheet moves over the repository the vertical load on the rock mass will increase
and the loading will differ over time due to the effect of the thickness of the ice sheet and the
formation of a forebulge in front of the advancing and retreating ice margin. The two type of
loadings will be superimposed on the virgin rock stress and generate a complex stress
situation. In SR 97, Fig. 10-20, three instantaneous states of the rock stresses are depicted
across a major fault at the level of a potential repository. The hypothetical evolution and stress
state are likely to appear in the real situation. There are also indications from seismic
recordings from glaciated terrains that the seismicity diminish due to the excess of overlying
ice which support the assumption of higher rock strength under the ice due to excess normal
stresses in the rock mass. However, the effect of excess groundwater and the risk of hydraulic
fracturing in the upper parts of the crust is less certain and needs confirmation. The only way
to check the risk of hydraulic fracturing and the state of stress at the base of a glacier is to
perform in-situ measurements in a glaciated terrain like Greenland or northern Canada. Today
we can only speculate what might happen at the late stage of de-glaciation.

The possible evolution in the near field of a repository due to stress changes during glaciation
and de-glaciation is based on the work conducted by Hansson et al. (1995) for SKI. Here the
loading to the near-field rock mass from the ice was taken from global models in the scale of
kilometres and the stability was studied by means of fracture mechanics approach. The results
show that for certain stress differences fracture initiations and propagations are likely to
appear.

In the conclusion to the section on mechanical evolution of the climate scenario SKB states
that the influence of the changes of the state of stress and rock movements during a
glacial/interglacial cycle has not been fully analysed. In the future one would expect that SKB
starts similar modelling works as presented by SKI and provides fracture mechanics
parameters from relevant sites for these type of numerical models.
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11 Tectonics - earthquake scenario

The earthquake scenario aims at examine how earthquakes will affect the safety of a
repository. The chapter starts with a description of the present knowledge about the global
tectonics and the geology and mechanical structure of the Baltic Shield, followed by a
description of the seismicity of the Baltic Shield and the surrounding areas. The group of
seismologists at the NORSAR research centre in Oslo have presented continuous data about
the seismicity of the Baltic Shield for a long period of time. References to their work are
missing in SR 97. The group at NORSAR also have conducted a large number of seismic risk
analyses for most of the large platforms in the North Sea. Their expertise might be of value in
analysing the future risk of seismic induced displacements at potential sites in the
Fennoscandian parts of the Baltic Shield.

The appearance, magnitudes and distribution of intra-plate earthquakes are still not
understood. The seismicity has certain cluster regions, the magnitudes are low and the depth
is usually rather shallow (average 20 km). In the future geodetic measurements based on
satellite data might improve the present knowledge of displacements in the upper crust. A
stochastic approach has been adopted in SR 97 to determine the percentage of canister holes
that are subjected to fracture movements greater than 0.1 metre during a hundred thousand
years time period for the three selected sites. Despite the low seismicity in south-eastern
Sweden the analysis show that Aberg (Aspo) has the greatest percentage of canister failures.
As stated in SR 97 report one reason is that data from the Vanern region, with its relatively
large seismicity and large magnitude earthquakes is included in the data for south-eastern
Sweden.
It seems that the seismicity of the area east of the Protogene zone is different from that west
of the zone. Therefore, the seismicity and related risk for large rock displacements for the
Aspo region needs to be re-calculated.

The analysis of the seismic risk of the Aspo area has shown that damaging earthquakes
usually occur within a couple of kilometres from the repository. Therefore, the probability of
canister failure is very low once a repository is located so that fracture zones big enough to
accommodate appreciable earthquakes are with a margin of a couple of kilometres. Hence,
within the site selection program SKB has to consider this result and extend the area of
investigation to make sure that large discontinuities at large distance from the potential site
have been recorded and their influence on the stability considered.

12 Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter of SR 97, SKB is summarising the results of the different scenario analyses and
presents the confidence that can be attached to the results. Further, SKB admits that a strictly
executed risk calculation (probability of evolutionary pathway times calculated consequence)
cannot be done for a complex system such as a deep repository for hundred thousands of
years. At present he THMC diagrams introduced by SKB does not allow a proper analysis of
the pathways for each of the components in the overall system and therefore, a strictly
executed risk calculation can not be performed. Instead, SKB has to make a general
assessment of the safety of the KBS-3 method and .. "believes that the repository design that
is analysed in SR 97 has achieved sufficient maturity, that our general understanding of the
repository's long-term performance is sufficiently good, and that its potential for high safety
has sufficient margins to constitute a satisfactory basis for carrying out site investigations"(cit.
p. 445).
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The choice of scenarios in SR 97 is an expert judgement and is not based on the content in the
THMC diagram or interaction matrices. If SKB prefer to continue along this line of
development there is a need for a technique to generate scenarios that are based on pathways
within the diagrams or matrices. This might also generate a way to perform correct risk
assessments to the individual paths within a given scenario. These statements are in line with
the suggested methodology for safety assessment presented by SKB in sub-section 13.5 of SR
97, namely; a) a study of the possibilities of a more systematic choice of scenarios and b) an
evaluation of probabilistic calculation methods.

How different conditions in Swedish bedrock affect the feasibility of building a safe
repository is described in sub-section 4.1.4 of SR 97. The analysis is performed for long-term
safety and isolation, long-term safety and release consequences and finally, thermal
conditions. From a strict geological-rock mechanical standpoint Aberg seems to be more
favourable compared with Beberg and Ceberg for the following reasons:

1) on a regional scale the state of stress is more consistent in orientation (NW-SE) in
southern part of Sweden compared to the rest of the country.

2) the load of a future glacier is less for a potential repository located in southern Sweden
3) the present and future rate of uplift and future rate of subsidence due to glacial loading is

less in southern Sweden
4) south-eastern Sweden has the lowest seismicity at present
5) south-eastern Sweden will be sea-covered during most of the life-time of a repository.

However, considering the result from the canister defect scenario, long-term safety margin is
smallest at Aberg and greatest at Ceberg. The poorer retention capacity at Aberg is though
compensated for by the more favourable biosphere evolution on the site.

SR 97 Waste, repository design and sites, Technical Report TR-99-08

The report about Waste, repository design and sites comprises one out of three main reference
reports for the Main report of SR 97. The report describes the waste, the repository design
with canisters and buffer/backfill material, the three sites and the site-specific adaptations that
have been made for the repository layouts. In section 4 of the report, entitled Properties of the
repository sites, the geological model and the underlying rock mechanical, thermal,
hydrogeological, chemical, and transport models, respectively are presented (Figure 4-2). The
geological model describes the evolution of the soil cover and the underlying rock mass and
also provides a geometric basis for the repository design.

Geoscientific investigation material for the three selected sites are presented but there is
missing a general overview of the geological development of the respective areas and their
place in space and time during the evolution of the Baltic Shield. This makes it difficult to
rank the suggested sites based on their past, present and future geological evolution. The rock
mechanical description consists primarily of results from rock stress measurements and
laboratory determinations of deformation and strength properties of drill core samples. The
content in the report has been repeated in sub-section 6.5 Geosphere in the Main Report of SR
97. Therefore, the comments to the content need not be repeated.

In sub-section 4.4.4, Uncertainties in rock mechanical properties, it is stated that laboratory
determinations of the mechanical properties are not marred with any major experimental
uncertainties in themselves. This is true as long as one follows the instructions presented for
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suggested methods of rock material testing. At this stage of the development of a deep
repository for spent nuclear fuel at the three sites selected by SKB there is a need of more
testing of all the important rock mechanics parameters in order to obtain the statistical
significance and variance in the data. This comment is valid for all the listed important rock
mechanics parameters in the technical report by Andersson et al., 1999. To overcome some of
the problems related to uncertainties due to scale-dependency, SKB has to perform rock
mechanics testing at different scales and as much as possible in-situ.

In section 5 of the report, SKB presents Site-specific adaptation of the repository. In the sub-
section 5.1, Repository design, there is a lack of information about the design method that will
be applied for the repository. There are no references to standard literatur about rock
engineering design and design methods for underground constructions.

In sub-section 5.2, Factors that influence layout, SKB lists and describes the importance of the
following factors:
• Functional classification of discontinuities
• Respect distance
• Geometry of rock blocks
• Rock stresses
• Temperature
• Flow pattern.

If a functional classification of rock discontinuities are to be applied in the design process of a
repository the individual classes (Dl - D4) have to be given more quantitative data (length,
width, type, structural characteristics, transmissivity, stiffness, filling etc.). SKB claims that
"the deposition tunnels should be oriented in such a manner that their intersection area with
conductive fractures is minimised, i.e. so that the fractures are intersected at as obtuse an
angle as permitted by the shape of the rock blocks" (p. 76). This rule can cause a conflict with
one of the basic rules in rock mechanics that says, and which is also mentioned by SKB (p.
76), that "deposition tunnels should normally be oriented parallel to the maximum horizontal
stress or at as acute angle as possible to it". The conflict of rules is apparent in the orientation
of the tunnels for the repository at sites Aberg, Beberg and Ceberg where the tunnels are
oriented perpendicular to the orientation of the maximum horizontal stress. SKB has to make
a clear statement about the principles of ranking of these parameters in their design work.

SKB has defined the respect distance "as the distance from an interpreted discontinuity that is
required to ensure that requirements on long-term safety for a canister position are met". In
order to fulfil this definition SKB has to define the absolute distance between a discontinuity
and the tunnels/deposition holes for the different classes of discontinuities. This definition has
to consider the virgin stress state at the repository site and the orientation of the
discontinuities with respect to the tunnels/deposition holes.

The geometry of the rock blocks is governed by the size and orientation of the discontinuities.
SKB states that blocks that can accommodate tunnels with lengths in the span 250 to 500 m
are advantageous from a construction-related point of view. For potential sites where there are
a high frequency of fracture zones the available block are likely to be small. Hence, there is a
need to define the lower limit of block size and tunnel length in the future planning of a
repository.

Prevailing rock stresses are site specific and influences the groundwater flow and the
mechanical stability of the tunnels and deposition holes. SKB states correctly that from the
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stability viewpoint the tunnels should normally be oriented parallel to the maximum
horizontal stress or at acute an angle as possible to it. In adopting a repository and orienting
the tunnels for the three selected sites at Asberg, Beberg and Ceberg SKB does not follow this
rule.

SR 97 Processes in the repository evolution, Technical Report TR-99-07

This report describes all identified internal processes of importance for the post-closure
evolution and safety of a KBS-3 repository for spent nuclear fuel. As stated in the foreword,
the report is the first version of a report that will be revised prior to every safety report and a
first revision will follow the review process of SR 97. The material will also be linked to the
FEP database of SKB.

In sub-section 4.6.4 , Mechanical interaction buffer/near-field rock, SKB describes the
different processes that can effect the rock stability and overall performance of the buffer.
According to SKB the swelling pressure from the buffer is transferred to the rock but is not
expected to lead to significant rock movements (p. 125). However, this statement has to be
verified by results of calculations or numerical modelling and in particular for the section at
the top of the deposition hole and close to the tunnel floor where high stresses are known to
appear. It is important to determine the maximum amount of displacements and fracture shear
that is anticipated in this area and what is the likely effect of the swelling pressure on the
block displacements. In addition there should be a better knowledge of the amount of
bentonite penetration into the existing fractures and newly formed fractures and what swelling
pressure is anticipated in the fracture, from the fracture mouth and inward to the rock mass. In
total, there is a general lack of understanding of the processes at the bentonite-rock interface
including the shear forces generated at the interface due to swelling of the buffer against the
backfill.

Convergence of the deposition hole due to rock creep is a very slow process. However, the
deformation will cause a minor increase in the swelling pressure. The estimated increase in
swelling pressure by an MPa or so is probably on the safe side.

The mechanical interaction backfill/near-field rock is described in sub-section 4.6.5.
Following the recommendations by Rhen and Backblom (ed., 1997) the backfill should have a
composition of 15 % bentonite and 85% crushed rock. In the report is missing a description of
the grain size distribution needed for the crushed rock in order to give the wanted properties
of the mixture. The salinity of the groundwater is also reported to have a strong effect on the
performance of the backfill.

The swelling pressure and weight of the backfill is suppose to act as support against rock
breakout. The aim is to achieve at least 100 kPa of swelling pressure against the roof to
prevent block breakouts from the surrounding rocks and piping and creep movements in the
backfill. The ongoing field tests of backfill performance in Aspo Hard Rock Laboratory will
give further insight into the backfill performance in a repository tunnel.

Block breakout in the roof and walls of the tunnels is a time-dependent process and is
controlled by the existing fracture network, state of stress and strength properties of the rock
mass. In a series of reports for SKB Pusch has made several estimations of the development
of a loose zone below an imaginary arched plane in the deposition tunnel and the dimensions
of the loose rock masse in the roof of the tunnel. This whole problem complex needs further
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analysis. To be able to handle the time dependent processes of the stability of jointed rock
masses in the roof of the tunnel and the effect of rock reinforcement from the swelling
backfill new computer codes have to be developed or the existing discrete element codes have
to be upgraded with subroutines that can handle time-dependent stability problems.

In sub-section 4.6.6, Thermal expansion, SKB describes what happens when the temperature
changes in the buffer. The pore water pressure rises when the temperature increases. Before
water saturation, the volume of the water can expand and leads to a slight increase in the
degree of saturation. However, if the buffer is water saturated and the temperature increases
and the volume remains constant and no leakage can take place, the pressure can increase
several tens of MPa. If drainage takes place as temperature increases the pore pressure will
decrease. This is a complex mechanism that needs to be studied by fully coupled thermo-
hydro-mechanical models. In the time perspective of the repository, the maximum
temperature in the bentonite at the canister wall is reached after about 10 years. It is estimated
that the water saturation in the bentonite reaches its maximum value at about the same time. If
the wetting of the bentonite is faster and precede the peak in temperature the excess pressure
can develop and cause excess loading on the rock mass. Hence, the time for water saturation
is a critical factor for the storage concept of KBS-3 and the intricate coupled T-H-M processes
foreseen in the deposition hole needs further analysis. This is also very much stated by SKB
in the section dealing with the summary of uncertainties (p. 130).

Chapter 5 of the background report about Processes in the repository evolution, deals with the
geosphere. Section 5.4 of the report describes the thermal processes in the geosphere. The
heat from the spent fuel is transported in the bedrock principally by heat conduction in the
intact rock. Numerous studies have demonstrate that the discontinuities in the rock mass have
minor influence on the heat conduction. Heat convection due to groundwater transport is also
of minor importance for the overall heat distribution in the vicinity of a repository.

SKB has performed a regional study about the thermal properties of crystalline bedrock of
Sweden and has determined the heat conductivity, heat flow measurements and temperature
determinations at 500 m depth in boreholes (Sundberg, 1995). At a depth of 500 m the virgin
temperature is found to vary between 7 and 20 °C in Swedish bedrock. The final temperature
distribution in a repository is governed by the geometry of the repository tunnels and
deposition holes and the power density of the spent fuel. SKB has performed several
analytical and numerical calculations to determine the spacing of tunnels and deposition holes
to meet the required temperatures in the buffer and backfill. The results are in good agreement
both at the near-field and the far-field and there are no conceptual uncertainties regarding the
processes. The temperature distribution in the vicinity of the many heater tests in hard rocks,
including the Prototype repository test at Aspo HRL can be used for back-calculation of
thermal data for large rock masses. The calculated values can give additional confidence to
temperature predictions in the future.

Section 5.6 about Mechanical processes, gives a fairly long but very elementary introduction
about deformation and strength properties of rock masses. The degree of detail and the length
of this section is disproportional to the amount of actual test results of rock strength and
deformability that SKB has performed for the different test sites in Sweden. For example,
compared with the amount of rock mechanical testing conducted for the Finnish radioactive
waste program, the data presented by SKB is very limited. A large portion of the section
about mechanical properties deals with strength properties and stability. SKB also points out
the decisive importance of fractures for the strength of the rock masses. It is not clear from the
description whereas SKB intends to apply a fracture mechanics approach to the stability of the
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tunnels and deposition holes and other processes in the safety assessment. Nor is it clear how
SKB intends to approach and solve problems related to the fundamental and general processes
about "movement in intact rock", "reactivation", "fracturing", and "time-dependent
deformations" in future safety analyses.

In sub-section 5.6.4 SKB describes the processes related to reactivation-movements along
existing fractures. One of the weak points in the design of a repository is the lack of strength
and deformability data about large fractures and fracture zones and the influence of rock
stresses and groundwater pressure on these parameters. A few years ago Ekman et al. (1997)
performed a series of interesting rock mechanics tests for SKB in the deep Laxemar borehole
with the intention to increase the knowledge about strength and deformability of fracture
zones. The methodology used and the results obtained are very promising and worth to apply
in future site investigations. However, nothing is mentioned about these results in section
5.6.4 of the Process Report although SKB states on p. 208 that: "For large fracture zones,
conceptual uncertainties exist above all when it comes to stress-deformation relationship in
the shear direction."
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